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Abstract 

Here, we prove a theorem for Legendre transformation of some specific 

derivative-like sequence chosen as the argument of Legendre transform f  of a 

function f using theory of convex functions, mean value theorem in one 
dimensional Euclidean space, and finally, a mathematical program established 
to provide some conditions of local convexity that may be incompatible with the 
existence of Legendre transformation. We also discuss the useful results of this 
theorem along with numerous examples. These results aim at providing a new 
set of Legendre transformations generated by a given convex function, where 
the variable of the function is regarded as an interval length. This generation   
is actually based on an appropriate modification of variables, which yields the 
treatment of Legendre transformations over a specific field of distributions. 

1. Introduction 

Convex functions are subject to the generic notion of convexity due to 
having epigraphs, which are always convex sets. Continuity is followed by 
convexity, whereas differentiability has to be treated carefully as it may 
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happen that a convex function is not differentiable at some point(s). The 
set of these points is countable. Roughly speaking, given a continuous 
function f over, say, a closed set in ,R  it can still be locally convex if the 

set contains a singular point for which f ′  is undefined as long as the 

epigraph remains convex. If epigraph loses its convexity, then f is said to 
be “quasiconvex”. Both convex and quasiconvex functions appear to be 
extremely useful in analysis and optimization and highly favorable in 
applied sciences as well. The proof of several famous inequalities such as 
Jensen’s inequality and arithmetic-geometric inequalities makes use of 
convex functions as a central argument. 

Legendre transformation is an another example of the application of 
convex functions that plays a significant role in theoretical physics and in 
particular the theory of classical fields. In this paper, we will be 
concerned with the behaviour of near maximized Legendre transfor-
mations, which may reduce to the ordinary Legendre transformations as 
the maximization condition is retrieved by proving the following theorem: 

Theorem 1. Let R→Mf :  for some closed interval M be convex on 

[ ],,1 iii xxJ −=  where MJiIi ⊂
∈∪  for some index set I. Additionally, 

suppose .01 >δ=− − iii xx  For any ip  of the form ( ) ( ) ,
1

1
−

−
−
−

=
ii

ii
i xx

xfxfp  

there is a Legendre transformation ( ) ( )iiii gppg χ−χ=   such that 

.iii x δ−=χ  

Since the maximization condition leans on the convexity of functions 
applied to the Legendre transformation and special criteria exist that 
must be satisfied by a convex function, a general local convexity program 
to determine which real-valued functions are mathematically eligible for 
a local study of Legendre transformations on closed intervals will be 
given in Section 2. Most of what will appear in this section are 
extensively discussed in the literature by many authors [5, 9]. Finally, the 
proof of Theorem 1 will be presented in Section 3. 
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2. Preliminaries 

2.1. Legendre transformation 

Definition 1. The Legendre transform f  of a continuously 

differentiable convex function f is defined by ( ) ( )( ),max xfpxpf x −=  

where ( )xfpx −  is maximized with respect to the variable x; hence 

.dxdfp =  

A key characteristic of Legendre transformation is that every variable 
of a continuously differentiable convex function RR →:f  has to be able 
to be written as a function of some other variable belonging to a new 

function, or the transformed function .: RR →f  Yet, f  is convex if 
and only if f is convex. Therefore, the property of convexity of f will be 
preserved under Legendre transformation. In this part, we shall discuss 
the convexity of functions as a local problem on R  that results in a 

Legendre transformation including functions f and f  both being convex 
on a given interval with the help of the famous mean value theorem. We 
recall that here the condition of local convexity refers to the study of 
convexity on closed intervals, which will be clarified that, as briefly 
discussed in the previous section, is slightly different from 
quasiconvexity. 

Example 1. Let ( ) ( )xxf ln−=  that is evidently convex on every 

closed interval +⊂ RA  as is on .+R  According to ,1
xdxdfp −==  one 

has ,1
px −=  giving ( ) ( )( ).ln xpxpf −−=  Thus ( ) ( ) ,11ln −−= ppf   

which is also convex on every closed interval −⊂ RB  as is on −R  itself. 

In fact, the local convexity condition says that there is only one of 
those critical points, i.e., ps, at which the Legendre transformation holds 
within some closed interval, and that it is obviously a maximum, or 
indeed, the mean value of the function in that interval. Requiring the 

convexity again, f and f  are sometimes defined by the formula 
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( ) [ ( )] ,1−′=′ xfxf    (1) 

where ′ stands for the derivative of the function with respect to its 

variable and [ ] 1. −  represents the inverse function. Here, it must be 

noticed that f and f  satisfy also the following important relation: 

,ff =   (2) 

which implies the fact that the Legendre transformation is an involution. 

Theorem 2. Let RR →:f  be a continuously differentiable convex 
function (not necessarily strictly convex). For the sequence, 

( ) ( ) ,;
1

1 Iixx
xfxfp

ii
ii

i ∈
−
−

=
−

−  (3) 

with I being an index set, the Legendre transform f  of f satisfies the 
inequality 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ,

1
11








−
−

>
−

−−

ii
iiii

ii xfxf
xfxxxfppf    (4) 

such that f is convex on the interval [ ]ii xx ,1−  and ( ) ( ).1−≠ ii xfxf  

To prove this theorem, one has to initially assert the following lemma 
on the relationship between the convexity of a continues function ( )xf  on 
some (closed) interval and the mean value theorem satisfied over that 
interval, thanks to the continuity of ( ).xf  

Lemma 1. Let RR →:f  be a continuously differentiable function of 
one variable, which is also convex on [ ]., 10 xx  Suppose that p is the 

argument of Legendre transform f  of f, i.e., ( ) ( ).xfpxpf −=  Then the 

following inequality holds for any p: 

( ) ( ) ,
0

0
xc

xfcfp
−
−

>  (5) 

such that ( ) ( ) ( )
01

01
xx

xfxfcfp
−
−

=′=  and ( )., 01 xxc ∈  
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Proof. The proof of this lemma is so easy if one knows that f is said to 
be convex on [ ],, 10 xx  if it lies below the straight line segment connecting 

two points, for any two points in this interval1. Mathematically, this can 
be shown by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),00
01

01 XfxfxXxx
xfxf

>+−
−
−   (6) 

where ( )., 10 xxX ∈  In principle, the left-hand side of the inequality (6) 

represents indirectly the equation of a straight line, ( ),XF  that 

intercepts f at two points 1x  and 0x  so that the convexity of f requires 

( ) ( )XfXF >  for any ( )., 10 xxX ∈  

In the original definition of Legendre transformation, i.e., Definition 1, 
p is taken to be constant. Hence, the process of the maximization on the 
interval given above results in ( ) ,cxfp ′=  where by making use of the 

mean value theorem c satisfies ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
01

01
xx

xfxfcf
−
−

=′  so that f must be 

necessarily differentiable on ( )., 10 xx  We see then from the inequality (6) 

that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )00 xfxcfcfccf −′>−′   (7) 

(which is evidently correct since 0xc >  and f is convex on [ ]10, xx ). 

Putting ( )cfp ′=  in this inequality completes the proof.   

Now, we are able to prove Theorem 2 by using Lemma 1. 

Proof of Theorem 2. Following Lemma 1, it can be seen that 

( ) ( ) ,
0

0
xc

xfpfpcp
−

−−
>


 with some ( )10 , xxc ∈  satisfying the mean 

value theorem for the function f. So by knowing ,0xc >  we get 

                                                      
1 It is kind of tricky to rely on this definition of local convexity of a function. Actually, this 
has something in common with the case of a function being just quasiconvex; see Program 1. 
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( ) ( ),00 xfpxpf −>   (8) 

which must not be regarded as a special case of Young’s inequality (see 
Theorem 3). Let f be convex on the intervals [ ]ii xx ,1−  with Ii ∈  so that 

ic  are now taken from ( ).,1 ii xx −  Modifying 10 −→ ixx  and ixx →1  

along with substituting the expression (3) into the inequality (8) yields 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ,

1
11

11
1

1








−
−

≡−
−
−

>
−

−−
−−

−

−

ii
iiii

iii
ii

ii
i xfxf

xfxxxfpxfxxx
xfxfpf   (9) 

in which we also used the condition ( ) ( )1−≠ ii xfxf 2.  

Remark 1. For any function being convex on [ ],,1 ii xx −  it is 

necessary for ( )iii xxc ,1−∈  to be unique, in the sense that, another 

( )iii xxc ,1−∈  for which the inequality (7) holds, cannot exist. This tells 

us how local convexity and mean value theorem are related with each 
other (see Program 1). 

Example 2. The function ( ) 23 xxxf −=  is convex on [ ]ii
i 2,1−  for 

any ;N⊆∈ Ii  so 21 =p  and 3
7

3
1

1 +=c  which from (8), it is obvious 

that ( ) 021 >=pf   since ( ) ( ) ( ) .031.03
7

3
1

3
7

3
122 >+−+×= ff   

However, for instance, on the interval [ ] ( )xfii ,1, −−  is not convex and 

therefore for 21 =p  and ,3
7

3
1

1 −=c  the inequality (8) will not hold 

since ( ) ( ) ( ) .046.03
7

3
1

3
7

3
122 >/−−−−×= ff   

                                                      
2 However, we can neglect this weak condition by a quick elimination of the ambiguity  
when considering ( ) ( )1−= ii xfxf  for ,1−> ii xx  as i is some given natural number in the 

index set I, since the singularity occurring for ( )ipf   in this case is not instinct and will 

leave the convexity of f  intact. 
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Another property of Legendre transformation is taken from the duality 
of ( )pf  and ( )pf   introduced by Young as follows: If ( ) ( ),pfpg =  then 

by Equation (2), ( ) ( ),pgpf =  which we say f and g are dual. This leads 
to the following theorem: 

Theorem 3 (Young’s inequality). If f and f  are convex functions 

and are dual (in Young’s sense), then ( ) ( ) .pxxfpf ≥+  

It is important to note that Young’s inequality is basically different 
from our inequality (9) by the remarkable reason that in Young’s 
inequality, f  and f are considered to be dual, but in ours, f and f  are 
not necessarily dual. In Section 3, using both inequalities, we present an 
interesting set of Legendre transformations based upon the application of 
convex functions and their properties [1]. 

2.2. Identifying local convexity and quasiconvexity 

Now, we turn to a more or less familiar problem concerning the local 
convexity of a real-valued function. The problem is that local convexity 
may not be justified for every function satisfying Equation (5) that is of 
fundamental importance in the topic of Legendre transformations. It 
happens when local convexity turns into quasiconvexity, where Legendre 
transformation might be broken in some sense, which is treated below. As 
characterized by many other authors [8], the quasiconvex functions are 
sometimes used to be defined by the following old implication: Suppose 
that R→Mf :  is differentiable at ,0 R⊂∈ Mx  where M is an open 
interval (set). With this in mind, the following implication is true [7]: 

( )
⇓

∈ MxfMxx torespectwithatxquasiconvelocallybeing:, 110  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .010110 ≤−′⇒≤ xxxfxfxf  (10) 

If f is differentiable on the open convex interval ,R⊂M  the following 
general result can also be proved as for the quasiconvexity of f : 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) fxxxfxfxfIxx ⇔≤−′⇒≤∈ 0;, 1011010  being quasiconvex on M.   

(11) 
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The second portion of bi-implication (11) holds, if the first one is 
automatically satisfied by any pair of { } ,,1 MJxx iii ⊂∈−  where i is in 

the index set I of a closed set iJ  and ( ) ( ).1 ii xfxf ≤−  However, this bi-

implication suffers from being applicable to both concave and convex 
functions in the following simple way: Suppose [ ]101 , xxJ =  and let f be 

a monotonically increasing function on .1J  Combining the condition and 

the consequence of bi-implication (11) together yields ( ) ( ),1 cfxf ′−≥′  

where c is the mean value in .1J  By putting ( ) ,01 =′ xf  one can easily 

find infinite paths on 1J  for which ( ),0 cf ′≤  which might be concave as 

well. In other words, every convex function is quasiconvex, but the 
inverse statement may not be true. This is resolved by setting a further 
condition that comes off as appropriate in treating the issue of 
quasiconvexity and convexity via a thorough program consisting of 7 
conditions and cases, which can assist us to realize whether a real-valued 
function is convex or just quasiconvex on a closed interval [ ]iii xxJ ,1−=  

by taking advantage of the mean value theorem. This way applying the 
Legendre transformation to the given function on the considered closed 
interval can be well determined. 

Theorem 4 (Program 1: identification of local convexity and 
quasiconvexity) 

(1) If and only if f is continuous on [ ]iii xxJ ,1−=  (the continuity 

condition). 

(2) If for all x in ( )( ){ } ( )( ){ },,,:, xfxxFxfFJi ∪∪ =  where F is any 

line intersecting f, constitutes a compact set of numbers iS  in the plane 

,R×iJ  namely, the boundary of epigraph of f, that is convex 3. 

                                                      
3 The physical description of this condition is that if is convex, then remembering 

{ ( ( )) ( ( ))}11,,, −−= iiii xfxPxfxPfF ∩  a point mass moving over f from the point P to  

P  will have the sign of its acceleration altered once only during its entire motion. 
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(3) (i) If f is differentiable on [ ]iii xxJ ,1−=  (the differentiability 

condition). 

(ii) If ( ) ( )ii xfxf ′<′ −1  with ( ) .0≠′ ixf   

(4) If f satisfies the following formula: 

( ) ( ),ii cfxf ′−>′   (12) 

where iii JKc ⊂∈  is the unique mean value of f in some open 

subinterval iK  such that ( ) ,sup ii xK =  then f is said to have convexity 

(and, therefore, quasiconvexity) on .iJ  

(5) If f does not satisfy the condition 3(i) and iS  is not convex, yet the 

inequality (12) holds with ii Kc ∈/  for any Ii ∈  necessarily, then f is said 

to be just quasiconvex on ,iJ  i.e., f is not convex but is quasiconvex on .iJ  

Such ic  that exists and may not belong to iK  is called a “pseudomean 

value” of f. 

(6) If f does not satisfy the condition 3(i), and some pseudomean value 

ic  exists in (12), which is not contained in either iJ  or its complement c
iJ  

for any i, then f is absolutely convex. 

(7) (i) Finite sum of functions satisfying the case 4 on iJ  will be convex 

on iJ  with .ii Kc ∈  

(ii) Finite sum of functions satisfying the case 4 or 6 on iJ  will be 

convex on .iJ  
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Warning. The condition 3(i) is nearly weak as a prerequisite for 
(local) convexity. This can be directly explored through the last two cases 
of Program 1 (see P(6) below). However, this weakness is confined to the 
piecewise differentiable functions including only one singular point in .iJ  

Otherwise, some particular matching conditions (say, conditions that set 
−∈− iii Jxx 1, {singular point(s)}) would be required which in turn 

invalidates the generality of Program 1 at every point of iJ  (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. 2fF ∩  represents two points at which 2f ′  is undefined. Equation 

(12) must be adjusted with a condition at these two points to match with 
.2f  Also, the point of cusp, whose value makes Equation (12) undefined 

as well is not a valid input since it does not satisfy the bi-implication (11) 
of quasiconvexity before being introduced in Equation (12).  
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Proof. We split the proof of Program 1 into four parts, as proof of 
each part is shown by a ‘P’ before the number of cases being ranged from 
4 to 7. 

P(4). To derive Equation (12), without loss of generality, we take the 
extra condition 10 xx <  to hold in the bi-implication (11) so as to keep our 

previous assumption .1 ii xx <−  This immediately results in ( )1xf ′  

( ) 010 xx −  such that ( ) ,01 xf ′  which is consistent with the condition of 

bi-implication (11) (Remark 1), that is, ( ) ( ),0 01 xfxf −<  we find 

( ) ( ) ( ) .
01

01
1 xx

xfxfxf
−
−

<′−  (13) 

Now, we turn back to the inequality (6) and rewrite it as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
1

1
01

01
xX

xfXf
xx

xfxf
−
−

<
−
−  (14) 

where ( )., 10 xxX ∈  The left-hand side of (14) is equal to that of (13) so 

that ( ) ( ) ( ) .
1

1
1 xX

xfXfxf
−
−

<′−  By making use of i-index transcription of 

this result and following ( )ii xXK ,=  that is an open subinterval of iJ  

with the characteristic of ( ) ,sup ii xK =  one finally obtains that 

( ) 0>′ icf  corresponds to the right-hand side of Equation (14) using the 

conditions 1 and 3 of Program 1, such that ii Kc ∈  is unique due to the 

condition 2 (Remark 1). Since we demanded convexity along with 
quasiconvexity of f on iJ  at first, therefore the proof is accomplished.   

P(5). Let ii Kc ∈/  be some unique pseudomean value of f. This means 

that there is only one point ( )iis xxx ,1−∈  for which f ′  does not exist so 

that 3(i) is weakly violated at .sx  Assume that it is unlikely to have 

( ) ;0=′ ixf  hence ix  would be taken as a global minimum in iJ  that 

makes sx  a point of discontinuity for f in order for f ′  not to exist, which 
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is in contradiction with the condition 14. Thus f cannot be monotonically 
increasing on ,iJ  which proves ( ) ( )ii xfxf ′<<′ − 01  and 3(ii). On the 

other hand, since ( ) ( ),1 ii xfxf ≤−  then by P(4), ( ) 0>′ icf  that supports 

the condition 4. This together with 3(i) and ( ) =′ sxf undefined states that 

f is a curve having a ‘cusp’ at sx  that calls for the set iS  to be non-convex, 

leading f to lose its convexity on .iJ  Since Equation (12) is still valid, 

according to P(4) and the implication that quasiconvexity ⇒  convexity 
may not hold, we are done.   

P(6). Following P(5), if ic  does not exist anywhere, again a point 

( )iis xxx ,1−∈  must be found in iJ  for which f ′  is undefined. From the 

differentiability condition and 3(ii), we apparently have ( ) <=′ − Bxf i 1 0  

and ( ) ,0>=′ Axf i  where =BA, constant. Let iii QPJ ∪=  such that 

.0/=ii QP ∩  Suppose ii Qx ∈  and :1 ii Px ∈−  by the continuity condition, 

one has ( ) ( ) ( )xfxfxf ii =−1∪  such that .iJx ∈  Now fF ∪  shows a set 

of points constructing a triangle that is obviously a convex polygon ( iS  is 

convex), that can be understood from the countable number of right and 
left derivatives in the interior of iJ  as well. Consequently, f satisfies the 

translation ( ) ( ) ( )
i

i
i xX

xfXfxfA
−
−

−>′=  of Equation (12), where 

( ).,1 ii xxX −∈  When ( ) ( ) =<= ixfXfA ,0  constant if and only if 

.ixX <  But since .0,0 /≠< ii QPB ∩  If ,ii PQ ⊂  every 

{ }1, −−−∈ iiii xxQPX  is obviously greater than ,ii Qx ∈  which is a 

contradiction (Figure 2). So 0A  and the proof is complete.   

                                                      
4 In fact, it is not proved yet whether f is just quasiconvex on iJ  to confidently say that the 

minimum of f is its global minimum in iJ  (Lemma 1 of [6]). However, that ‘global’ 

mentioned in the proof is to assure that ic  is unique over M. 
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Figure 2. Illustration of P(6). 

P(7). (i) Let ( ) ( )xfxG nn∑ ≥
= 1  such that ( ) ( ).innin cfxf ′−>′  Thus 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
=

−
∑−∑

−=′−>′=′ ≥≥
≥≥ ∑∑

i
innnn

nnninni xX
xfXfcfxfxG i

11
11

( ) ( ) ( )i
i

i cGxX
xGXG ′−=

−
−

−  with ,ii Kc ∈  which results in the fact that G 

is also convex on .iJ   

(ii) To not encounter the problem of matching condition, suppose that 

1531 ,,,, −jffff …  are all convex functions including one joint singularity 

at sx  in iJ  and let jffff ,,,, 642 …  be all convex smooth functions with 

one joint global minimum at .sx  Hence, ( ) ( ) =′≡′ ∑ ≥ sn
j
ns xfxG 1  undefined. 

This confirms ( ) ( ) ;0≠′≠′ is xfxf  so by following P(4) and the former 

case, there is a ii Kc ∈  that satisfies ( ) ( )ii cfxG ′−>′  for any 

( )ii xxX ,1−∈  and this completes the proof.   
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Corollary 1. Let ( ) 0≠′ ixf  be modified by ( ) 01 ≠′ −ixf  in condition 3(ii) 

of Program 1. The following formula can be replaced with Equation (12): 

( ) ( ),11 −− ′−<′ ii cfxf   (15) 

where ( ) ( )1−≤ ii xfxf  and iii JKc ⊂∈ −− 11  is a unique mean value of f 

in some open subinterval 1−iK  such that ( ) .inf 11 −− = ii xK  

Proof. We use other definition of implication (10) and bi-implication 
(11), that in terms of i-index transcription is: A continuous function 

R→Mf :  being differentiable at R⊂∈− Mxi 1  (again, M is an open 

interval), is said to be locally pseudoconvex at 1−ix  (with respect to M) if 

and only if [8] 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .0; 111 <−′⇒<∈ −−− iiiiii xxxfxfxfMx   (16) 

By Theorem 3 of [3], if f is quasiconvex at 1−ix  and if ( ) ,01 ≠′ −ixf  then     

f is pseudoconvex at .1−ix  Suppose MJxx iii ⊂∈−1,  wherein iJ  is a 

closed interval and let f be quasiconvex on .iJ  Hence, implication (16) 

will be true at each .1 ii Jx ∈−  Continuing with the same line of work 

that we followed in P(4), introducing implication (16) and assumption 

1−> ii xx  into the combination of inequalities (13) and (14) with a little 

change leads to an inequality of the form 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,
1

1
1

−

−
− −

−
−<′

i
i

i xX
xfXfxf  

where ( ) 01 −′ ixf  and ( ).,1 ii xxX −∈  Taking ( )XxK ii ,11 −− =  and 

putting ( )1−′− icf  equal to the right-hand side of the above inequality 

with 11 −− ∈ ii Kc  complete the proof 5.   

                                                      
5 As an example of this corollary, see Figure 2, in the case of 0=A  and .0B  
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Fact 1. Except for the cases 4 and 7(i) of Program 1, the Legendre 

transform f  of f, for the cases 5, 6 and above all else the case 7(ii) 
cannot be constructed on .iJ   

Example 3. ( )
12 +

=
x

xxf  is quasiconvex on [ ]ii 4
1,9

1−  for any ,N∈i  

but is not convex on the same interval because ( )4
1,9

136.01
−∉c  and 

putting the exact values of ,9
1,9061

3546
01

−== xp  and ( ) 82
27

0 =xf  into 

the inequality (5) leads to the correct solution ( ) ∪4
1,9

1−∈X  ( ),,48.0 ∞  

where the allowed range is considered to be the first one in the union. 

Thus, the Legendre transform f  cannot be defined on [ ].4
1,9

1
ii

−  

It is remarkable to note that in general for periodic functions being 
locally quasiconvex in some ,R∈iJ  e.g., a cycloid, the pseudomean value 

ic  will belong to .c
iJ  As seen in Example 3, a more generalized argument 

can be given by stating that the existence of at least one extermum point 

of f in c
iJ  leads to ,c

ii Jc ∈  which guarantees the quasiconvexity of the 

function in iJ  following case 5 of Program 1. This characteristic of some 

quasiconvex functions is central in the study of quasiconvex optimization 
problems. 

3. The Main Result 

In this section, we will try to obtain a new class of Legendre 
transformations using the study of the convexity over closed intervals 
with the help of the results of Theorem 2 that were established in the 
previous sections. This will be done via proving Theorem 1.  

Proof of Theorem 1. From inequality (8), we have 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .;
i

iii
iiiii

ffpfppf
δ

χ−δ+χ
=χ−χ>   (17) 
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By preserving the new variables ip  and ,iχ  we modify (9) to get to a 

Legendre transformation of f. To do so, one has to just add a term 0>C  
to the right-hand side of (9), where C is a concave function of some 
arbitrary variables ix  and ( )iii δ≤<0  with :N∈i  

( ) ( ) ( )., iiiiii xCfppf +χ−χ=   (18) 

To prove that Equation (18) does not bother the intrinsic qualification of 
the Legendre transformation, we start with maximizing Equation (18) 
with respect to ip  and iχ  

( ) ( ( ) ( )) ,, iiiiii
i

i xCfpdp
dpf χ=+χ−χ=′   (19) 

( ) ( ( ) ( )) ,, iiiiii
i

i pxCpfpd
df =+−χ
χ

=χ′    (20) 

that are obviously true. 

Let us take ( )iixC ,  out of Equation (20) and try to re-cast it into a 

Legendre transformation. Applying Definition 1 to Equation (20) yields 

( ) [ ( )] ( ).1
iiii pfpfpf −′=χ −   (21) 

By differentiating this equation with respect to iχ  (on the left-hand side) 

and correspondingly with respect to ip  (on the right-hand side), we get 

( ) [ ( )] [ ( )] ( )iiiii pfpfppff ′−− −′′+′=χ′ 11  

 [ ( )],ii pfp  ′′=   (22) 

where again we made use of Equation (2) twice. Suppose f is convex on 
[ ]iii xJ ,χ=  and ix  is held to be constant. To make iχ  variable, let 

.iii x −=χ  In a way similar to the differentiation of Equation (21), 

integrating Equation (21) from 00 −χ=χ ii  to 11 −χ=χ ii  results in 
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( ) ( ) [ ( )] iii
p

p
ii dppfpff

i

i

 ′′∫=χ−χ 1

0
01  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ii
p

p
iiii dppfpfppfp

i

i

 ′′′ ∫−−= 1

0
0011  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )100111 iiiiii pfpfpfppfp  −+−= ′′  

 ( ) ( ),100011 iiiiii pfpfpp  −+χ−χ=  (23) 

wherein the second integration was taken by parts and the last 
expression was derived by using the maximization of Legendre transform   
f  at points 0ip  and .1ip  Re-arrange Equation (23) as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;11110000 Lppffppff iiiiiiii =χ−+χ=χ−+χ    (24) 

in which L is some constant and is needed to be identified. Say, for 
,, iii δ→∞→  then by repeating Equation (23) for any pair of ,jiχ  with 

N∈j  as before, one will find 

( ) ( ) .Lppff jjjj iiii =χ−+χ    (25) 

Thus L does not depend on the index j and we can remove it from the 
result derived above. Now, we have to show what sign L has. Intuitively, 

if ( )ipf   and ( )if χ  are dual in Young’s sense, by Theorem 3, 

( ) ( ) 0≥=χ−χ+ Lpfpf iiii
  and if they are not necessarily dual, then 

by Theorem .0,2 >L  From an intuitive point of view, one can assert this 

straightly using the local convexity condition imposed on ( ),if χ  i.e.,         

f being convex on .iJ  

To do so, let conditions 1-4 of Program 1 be satisfied by f and take 
.iiix δ+χ=  Therefore, ( ) ( ) ,κ−δ+χ′=χ′ iii ff  where .0>κ  Inserting 

this expression into Equation (12) with the help of Corollary 1 yields 

( ) ( ) .1 κ<′−′ −ii cfcf  
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Note that now 3(ii) is accompanied with an extra condition 
( ) 0≠δ+χ′ iif  and that ( ) ( )iii ff δ+χ≤χ  might not be satisfied since 

ii δ+χ  is no longer taken to be constant, which brings it to the form 

,ii +χ  where again for ., iii δ→∞→  Having this in mind, we take 

the limit of this inequality when iX χ→  

( ) ( ) ( ) .lim κκ =<
χ−+χ

−χ′
χ→ iXi

iii
i

fff  (26) 

For simplicity, let i  be small (say, when i is in some N⊆S ) and 

consequently, we subtract some small parameter 0>  from the right-
hand side of Equation (26) to make its sides equal; then we integrate the 
result with respect to iχ  

( ) ( ) .ii χ−=− κO   (27) 

This equation treats five kinds of a convex function on iJ  for different 

signs of ( ) ( ),, −κiO  and .iχ  Suppose the case of ( ) 0, >χiiO  and 

<κ  belonging to an increasing function. Without loss of generality, we 
set the first derivative to be linear by ( ) ,~ iκ−  then one obtains 

( ) (( ) ).2 2
iiii pf O−χ≈=χ′   (28) 

Introducing this expression into Equation (25) and transforming CL →  
( )iix ,  yield 

( ) ( ) (( ) ) ;2 22 Cpff iiiii +χ−−χ=χ O   (29) 

where it is obvious that ( ) ( ) (( ) ) .0, 2 >−= iiiii xxC O  Hence by 

decomposing C as 21 CCC +=  and letting ( ) ( ) 1Cfg ii −χ=χ  and 

( ) ( ) 2Cpfpg ii −=   in Equation (18) (since C−  is convex, 1C−  and 

2C−  must be convex as well, by the case 7(i) of Program 1), we are done.  
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In principle, this result emphasizes that there is a Legendre 
transformation in which the condition of maximization of ,fxp ii −  when 

we are in transition to gp ii −χ  must be neglected. This means that the 

significance of what now we are faced with, is that the endpoints of the 
closed interval wherein ( )ig χ  is calculated, play the main role in 

determining the ingredients of Legendre transformations. However, 
fg →  needs ii x→χ  to bring ip  back to its maximized value that no 

longer makes a Legendre transformation be endpoints-dependent, since it 
is a point only where ( ).ii xfp ′=  A more intuitive review on the 

outcomes of this theorem is summarized in the following example. 

Example 4. The relativistic kinetic energy of a particle as a function 
of momentum at the point iq  in the presence of some potential 

( ),: iqVV =  that is, ( ) ,, 22 Vmpqp iii ++=H  if ,1=c  is generated by 

( ) ( ),,, iiiiii qpqp β−β= LH   (30) 

where ( ) Vmq iii −β−−=β 21,L  is the corresponding Lagrangian and 

iβ  is defined by [4] 

.
22

i
i

i
i p

mp
p

+
=

∂
∂=β H  (31) 

Here, iβ  is the relativistic velocity of the particle at .iq  Let =β→β ii
~  

.ii δβ+β  Thus, 
i

iiii pppp
δβ
δ=δ+=→ H~  and the Hamiltonian with 

transformed momentum satisfies6 

                                                      
6 In the case of a non-relativistic Hamiltonian, the quantities ( )ipH  and ( )iqL  are dual in 

Young’s sense, where ip  and iq  are proportional by a positive constant (the mass m). 

When these quantities are candidates for a Legendre transformation, since the potential V 
plays no role, or is just a spectator [10], by Theorem 3, ms can be removed from the sides of 
Young’s inequality, and consequently, the inequality is just satisfied whenever one puts 

( ) ( ).iiii qpqp LH +=  
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( ) ( ).~~~~
iiii pp β−β< LH   (32) 

In general, since we took iβ
~  to be increasing over the interval 

[ ]βδβ−β ~,~
ii  the sign of inequality flipped. Since we measure ( )iβ

~L  on 

the given interval, Equation (30) was not maximized with respect to .~
iβ  

So adding a convex function ( ) 0, >δββ iiC  to the left-hand side of 

Equation (32) together with following Theorem 1 yield 

( ) ( ).~~~~
iiii LppH β−β=  

Now, the canonical variables ( )iip β~,~  are defined by 

.~,~
i

i
i

i pp
δ
δ=β

δβ
δ= HL  

Because we did not have iq  and t involved in the calculation procedure 

leading to these relations, the other canonical equations of Hamilton are 
written as usual. 

Similarly, one can prove the following result for some function g being 
convex on [ ],, iiiiJ δ+χχ=  which also consists of a removable 

singularity. 

Fact 2. Let ( ) ( )
( ) ( )1

11
−

−−
−
−

=χ
ii

iiii
i xfxf

xfxxxf  be the argument of the 

function g being convex on iJ  and let ip  be again of the form (3). If f is 

also convex on [ ],,1 ii xx −  then the following statements are true: 

(1) ( ) Cpg iii +χ=χ  such that 0>C  is some convex function and 

.0=χiddC  

(2) ( ) ( )iiii gppg χ−χ=  so that ( ) .Cpg i −=    
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